MEMORIES OF MARVIN HAGLER

I

t was a difficult decision to make, play softball with my buddies from work or watch
Marvelous Marvin Hagler challenge middleweight champion Alan Minter on television.
The thorny issue was settled when a teammate somehow jury-rigged a small TV to the
battery of his car, which was parked on the stretch of grass where we played.

For some inexplicable reason that autumn afternoon in 1980 was the first thing that

flashed through my mind after learning that Marvin had died, unexpectedly, March 13
at the age of 66.
Maybe it was because he made his bones fighting a series of badass Philly
middleweights at the Spectrum, located almost within homerun distance from where
we clustered around a middle-aged Chevy with a black and white TV on its roof—an
echo of the time when folks huddled around a radio to listen to Joe Louis fight.
Our game wasn’t delayed for long. Hagler, a savvy, ambidextrous southpaw with
a jackhammer punch, stopped Minter in the third round. The quick demise of the Brit
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sparked a disgraceful racist-fueled riot fermented by drunken thugs among the sellout
crowd of 12,000 at London’s Wembley Arena. A fusillade of beer bottles came crashing
into the ring like mortar shells and there were no foxholes in which to hide.

A G O D A M O N G M O R TA L S

What should have been the greatest moment of Hagler’s career turned into a scramble for safety when hooligans and degenerates pelted the ring with garbage following Hagler’s stoppage of Alan Minter to win the middleweight title in London in 1980.

The image of five men, including Hagler’s trainers and comanagers, Pat and Goody Petronelli, forming a human shield over
a kneeling Hagler had a quasi-religious look to it, the Martyrdom
of Saint Stephen, maybe. But it was beer bottles instead of stones,
and a flying wedge of police rushed Marvin out of the ring to safety.
What a shitty way to start what turned out to be a magnificent
six-years, seven-month title reign. What happened in London only
added to the bitterness that Hagler seemed to wear like an extra
pair of fists. Who knows when it began? Was it as a child when the
tenement his family lived in was destroyed in the Newark Riot of
1967, or was it when his mother moved the family to Brockton,
Massachusetts, where getting beaten up in a street fight led to a
boxing gym?
Bitterness and anger can eat you alive, but it can also be the
generator that drives your ambition. The difference between the two
is discipline and balls enough to go for what you want, and Hagler
had plenty of both.
He brandished the chip on his shoulder like a cudgel, bashing
down his opponents and the doors of the boxing establishment. In
those days Hagler was far from a glad-hander and rarely let his
guard down inside or out of a boxing ring, as I discovered the first
time we met.
Hagler was in Philadelphia for one of his fights, and promoter
J Russell Peltz invited me to have dinner with him, Goody, and
Marvin at the hotel restaurant where they were staying. We were
there at least an hour, probably more, eating, drinking, and chatting.
Everybody except Marvin, that is. He was just eating. The best we

got out of him was “hello” and “goodbye,” plus a few grunts and
noncommittal nods.
It would be years before Hagler became champion, but he was
too stubborn and had too much belief in himself to give up. Beating
up anybody they put in front of him was easy, cathartic, and a way
to pay the bills. The hard part was keeping the faith, but like a true
zealot he did. There was never a doubt in his mind that he could
destroy the other 160-pounders out there. It was just that his train
was a longtime coming.
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Bitterness and anger can eat you alive, but
it can also be the generator that drives your
ambition. The difference between the two is
discipline and balls enough to go for what you
want, and Hagler had plenty of both.
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Hagler’s commitment to training and conditioning was unparalleled, as is evidenced in this photo of him doing roadwork in sub-freezing weather.

THE MINTER FIGHT WAS THE BEGINNING of a reign

The Ring, a stroke of luck that put me ringside for their three-round
apocalypse. On fight week there was a buzz that tingled right down
of terror in which Hagler successfully defended the title 12 times.
to the soles of your shoes and made you feel like you were walking on
Roberto Duran was the only challenger to hear the final bell.
air in the center of the universe. There was nowhere else on earth I’d
Marvin never stopped grinding after becoming champion. His
rather have been, and I think most everybody else felt the same way.
pride wouldn’t allow it, so he pushed harder, refined his craft and
The first round is widely considered the greatest three minutes
never stopped testing himself. Film and photos of Hagler doing
roadwork in a Cape Cod blizzard, ice
on his beard, steam issuing from his
nose like a warhorse, is now part of
his legend.
Hagler’s Q-ratings and paychecks
rose exponentially with every
defense. His ferocious demeanor and
merciless destruction of those who
dared challenge him became mustwatch TV. He would have fit right
in with warriors from Hannibal and
Shaka Zulu to Tom Molineaux and
Peter Jackson. Yet he still endured
snarky comments from certain
members of the media who never
seemed satisfied. They called him
“Mediocre Marvin” and “Marginal
Marv,” and it pissed him off.
On the other hand he’d attracted
an ever-growing fan base and was
closing in on the pinnacle of his
career, the iconic war with Thomas
“Hit Man” Hearns.
It took place on April 15, 1985 The first round of Hagler’s win over Thomas Hearns in 1985 is widely regarded as perhaps the most exciting
during my first full year as editor of round in the modern history of the sport. Hagler surprised everyone by attacking Hearns at the opening bell.
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With a serious cut threatening to force referee Richard Steele to stop the fight in Hearns’s favor, Hagler tore into Hearns in the second and third rounds. He
got the knockout in the third, in the process recording his 11th defense of the middleweight championship.

in boxing history. My story read, “If Marvin was possessed, as
many claimed he appeared to be, it was possession tempered by
several decades of grueling work and dedication to his trade. For as
primitive as Hagler’s attack may have seemed to the uninitiated, it
was not the wild assault of a maniac, rather a controlled onslaught
of a passionate warrior.”
In the third round a snarling Hagler, blood dripping down his
face from an eye cut suffered in the first round, “turned Hearns
into a horizontal zombie, lashing out with a vicious right. The blow
struck Hearns on the temple with such impact Tommy was sent
stumbling backward across the ring. Another right kept Hearns
going backward, and then after missing with a left hook, Marvin
applied the finisher, a flush right to the cheek.” He’d savaged the
Motor City “Hitman” and left his critics dumbfounded.
It wasn’t until a couple of days after he splattered Hearns that
the true measure of Marvelous Marvin Hagler’s spectacular victory
really hit home. I had returned from Las Vegas and was sitting in
front of the television, allowing some silly sitcom to gradually lure
me to sleep. But before Morpheus could carry me away to the Land
of Nod my attention was galvanized by the sight of Hagler’s face
filling the TV screen.
He was munching on a slice of pizza while somebody laid down
some tasty blues licks on the guitar. After savoring a mouthful, the
undisputed middleweight champion of the world smiled and said,
“I was thinking, ‘I wonder what old what’s-his-name is having
tonight.’” Then, stifling a chuckle, Marvin nailed the punch line as
deftly as he nailed Hearns … “Probably soup.” He had achieved
recognition from a far more powerful entity than all of boxing’s
sanctioning bodies put together—Madison Avenue.
Success softened Hagler outside the ring. He was rich and had

nothing more to prove. One day my daughter, who was around
eight years old at the time, was pestering me while I was trying to
beat a deadline. Giving her the old, “this-is-how-I put-food-on-thetable-and-a roof-over-our-head” line wasn’t working, so I came up
with something new.
She knew who Marvin Hagler was, so I gave her a magazine with
his photo on the cover and said, “Why don’t you draw a picture of
Marvin? If you do a good job I’ll send it to him.” About an hour
later she presented me with a colored portrait of the middleweight
champ, complete with his championship belt and shaven head. It
wasn’t bad for a little kid. You could tell who it was and most of the
coloring was within the lines.
I dutifully mailed her masterpiece to Hagler and pretty much
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“If Marvin was possessed, as many claimed he
appeared to be, it was possession tempered by several
decades of grueling work and dedication to his trade.
For as primitive as Hagler’s attack may have seemed to
the uninitiated, it was not the wild assault of a maniac,
rather a controlled onslaught of a passionate warrior.”
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
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I’m not sure it matters that much at this point. Hagler has
come to represent something more than a great champion, and
an International Boxing Hall of Fame inductee. Other qualities
overshadow his enviable record of 62-3-2 (52), his Fighter of the
Year awards in 1983 and 1985, and the millions of dollars he
earned in the ring. He became the standard bearer for a time when
boxing seemed somehow purer. Not the business side so much, but
the fighters. Hagler was the real thing, a god among mortals who
once walked among us. ★

Hagler’s brutal 11-round win over power-punching John Mugabi in 1986
seemed to take something out of him (top), which Ray Leonard happily
exploited in his controversial, upset points win over Hagler the following
year (above). Financially secure, Hagler resisted comeback offers and by all
evidence was content in retirement (right).

forgot about it. About two or three months later, my daughter
received a letter from the champ. He thanked her for the drawing,
told her to work hard in school, and listen to her father. When I told
her Saturday that Marvin was gone, we talked about that drawing,
a small kindness that made his death seem more personal than just
the passing of a famous person you admired.

AFTER THE GLORY OF THE HEARNS FIGHT there was a
demanding knockout victory of John “The Beast” Mugabi, which,
along with the Hearns fight, seemed to take a lot out of Hagler. It
sure looked that way in his next and final fight, the controversial loss
to Sugar Ray Leonard on April 6, 1987. The debate over who really
deserved the decision was more intense than the fight and continues
until today, an evergreen argument that will never be settled.

